
Future offered positions:

Research Associate

or Assistant Professor

Contact us

Who are we?

What we offer

Application

Don’t wait for an offer specifically tailored to you – apply now and let us know you’re interested!



We are looking for ambitious and talented PhD candidates, PhD holders and professors interested in one of the 
following areas: linear algebra, control theory, cryptography, quantum computing and artificial intelligence.



We are offering scientific tenure-track positions with business prospects and competitive salary!

Applications should be written in English and uploaded to the recruitment system. Application should include:

In case of additional questions feel free to contact us.



Contact

Adam Kozakiewicz


e-mail: adam.kozakiewicz@nask.pl

tel. +48 608 594 719



We are looking forward to hearing from you!

Founded thirty years ago, NASK, National Research Institute for Cybersecurity and AI, introduced the Internet to 
Poland and has been responsible for its development ever since, designing efficient and secure digital technologies 
for the benefit of society.



Now, as part of its ambitious development vision, NASK R&D Centre intends to expand its research activities in new 
directions related to its cybersecurity and AI core. These new endeavours call for enthusiastic leaders in each field, 
building their own teams around their own ambitious visions, knowledgeable in their fields and passionate about 
hot research topics worth pursuing.

Working in an ambitious and active academic environment with experts in related fields,

CV, including a description of scientific achievements (project participation, projects managed, publications, 
roles),

A cover letter including a short vision of the preferred research directions for the team (bullet list no longer 
than half-page),

Declaration of consent to the processing of personal data for recruitment purposes.

Full-time (preferred) or part-time employment with elastic working hours, good salary (12-25k PLN gross / 
month full time depending on actual position) and comfortable social package (medical package, life 
insurance, funding for cultural and sport activities, etc),

Comfortable working conditions in a conveniently located office in central Warsaw.

www.nask.pl
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NIP: PL 521 04 17 157
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Send your application

https://system.erecruiter.pl/FormTemplates/RecruitmentForm.aspx?WebID=ba7f4f64752449f09068b4d9ccb388d8
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